The Next Great Migration
Endangered wildlife art exhibit April 25-May 14
The Robert Bateman Centre

Opening Gala at the Bateman Centre April 27 @ 5:30 pm
Artist panel discussion and keynote address by Andrew Weaver
Wine, refreshments, and light food provided

Ten diverse artists from BC have created a fantastic collection of art based upon species on the brink of extinction. Each sculpture, painting, and/or mixed media focuses on one species that numbers (in the recent past or present) less than 100 surviving individuals. The subjects of this exhibit represent the increasing strain upon our planet’s unique biodiversity. What does it mean to be on the brink of extinction and is this the next great migration for many of the world's most endangered species? You are invited to participate in an exploration of the connections between art, culture, science and education as it relates to some of the rarest life forms on the planet.

For tickets and information contact: endangeredartexhibits@gmail.com
http://endangeredartexhibits.weebly.com/